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Overview

Amazon SageMaker Notebooks were introduced at re:Invent two years 
ago

Customers told us these notebooks met a real need and they wanted 
much more from them

We listened and started work on a next generation notebook service for a 
truly elastic experience for data science teams

In public preview today. Will be generally available in early 2020

This is our next step into the future and we’re excited to show it to you



Jupyter
Our customers told us that they 
want us to deliver Jupyter and to 
help create a bright future for 
Jupyter

We’ve heard you:

• Amazon SageMaker is built 
around JupyterLab, the newest 
interface from Project Jupyter

• AWS is giving back to the 
Jupyter community 
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Topics

The evolution story

Solution for enterprise data-science team

Productionizing Notebooks (reports app)

Security

Jupyter Image distribution and environments

Challenges



Jupyter evolution path at Pinterest

Stage – 1 : DB Clients, Scripting, Applications, third party software, etc.

Stage – 2 : Set up Local Jupyter , R shiny, RStudio 

Stage – 3 : Set up a common Jupyter instance + internal data clients

Stage – 4 : Set up Jupyter Cluster

Stage – 5 : Customized Jupyter + Workflow + Scheduler



Evolution Stage - 1

DB Clients, Scripting, Applications, third party software

- Lots of boot strapping

- Not optimized for the data science use case

- In-flexible solution

- Inconsistent and slow development



Evolution Stage 2

Set up local Jupyter, R shiny, RStudio 

Pros:

More polished

Frequently reproducible, consistent to some extent

Cons:

Non sharable notebooks. Only outputs are shared.

Less learning and reuse

Complex process for sharing (take screen shots of charts, 
paste in word report, share, etc.)



Evolutions Stage - 3

Set up a common Jupyter instance with internal data clients

Pros:

Sharable notebooks

Consistent environment

Easy access to lots of data and better exploration

Cons:

Users overstepping each other

High and uneven resource usage

Frequent failures (errors like out of file handles)

Still very vulnerable



Evolution Stage - 4

Set up Jupyter Cluster on Kubernetes with JupyterHub

Pros:

Individualized env to a good extent (set of people enjoy 
different versions of images)

Separate run time env for each user

Less failure

Cons:

Multiple centralized image distribution is hard to manage

User still oversteps each other to some extent (deleting 
others’ notebooks, simultaneously running same notebook)



Evolution Stage - 5

Jupyter Cluster + dedicated runtime env with workflow and scheduler 

Pros:

Easy distribution – same notebook can be run by non-data 
science user with different params and consume the result

Consistent output

Historical change analysis

Limitations:

Access control is still not there 100%

Complex ecosystem – user has to hop around 3 apps



Solutions for an enterprise data-science team

Sharing notebooks

EFS with common image distribution & backward compatibility.

Notebook backups

daily backup, backups on each save.

Versioning of notebooks

Amazon S3 based sol, Git based sol, custom extensions, checkpointing

Review and commenting.

custom nbdime (nbdiff), comment on stripped notebook in git.

Release of notebooks to production workflow

Access Control



Solutions for an enterprise data-science team

Performance and usage logging and analysis

Cost reduction, prioritize features to work on, post mortem.

Caching

Caching of query results on Amazon S3 with auto expiring entries 
(7 days)

Indexing and search.

Indexing on each save to Elasticsearch and interface to query 
Elasticsearch.



Notebook Lifecycle



Productionizing notebook (a.k.a reports) 

Parameterization of notebook

internal args lib

Scheduling execution of notebook

Local (go cron), External (airflow, flohub – internal tool)

Workflow integration of notebook via REST API

Past execution history

Similar to version history , maintained on Amazon S3

Access control list

Ability to view vs execute vs change

Run notebooks on separate PODs (sticky image, custom libs)



Security

Pastis - Centralized Authorization Framework.

Envoy - A service-to-service proxy (with mTLS).

Knox - Key Management.

Impersonation – For BigData – like hive, presto etc.

OAuth – Pinterest OAuth interface connected to LDAP.

LDAP – Primary directory service at Pinterest.

TLS – Primary mode of service-service communication within Pinterest.

IAM – Role used by application to get high level access to resources within 
AWS.

Security Group/Security Zone – Network level access control for services.



Jupyter image and environment

Build

Docker multi-stage build with team specific kernel mapping to 
dedicated conda env.

Image distribution

Beta and GA ECR repos for Jupyter, run locally.

Build stabilization

Using volunteer beta users before GA

PII and other secured env

Separate K8s cluster for PII data access available to specific LDAP 
group



Jupyter Docker Image Build



Challenges

Evolving complex access control 

Team specific workflows

Library conflict resolution

Solving learning curve for users to increase adoption speed
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Quick start up

Two things make starting notebooks slow:

1. Setting options

2. Actual start up time

The new Amazon SageMaker Notebooks makes both faster

User simply start using their notebook. Options can be set later.

A faster platform to start customizable environments quickly.



Flexible user management

In data science teams, multiple scientists often share a single AWS 
account. Data scientists don’t want to use the AWS Console and their IT 
team doesn’t want them to

Amazon SageMaker Studio supports multiple users per account

Users can be managed with AWS Single Sign-On or with IAM roles. 
Integration with customer identity is supported as well as solutions based 
on IAM federation. Easy onboarding for individuals and small teams.

Administrative tooling for setting the capabilities for users, groups, and 
whole teams.



Users have their own home directory

In the new Amazon SageMaker Notebooks, all users in an account get a 
home directory independent of the compute

This directory is automatically mounted into all notebook servers and 
kernels as they’re started, so you always have your notebooks and other 
files

The home directories are in your account in EFS so that you can access 
them from other services



Notebook sharing

One of the most requested features is the ability to share notebooks

In Amazon SageMaker Notebooks, we now have easy sharing of 
notebooks between colleagues

A shared notebook includes the environment that it was made in, 
including any customizations that user made. 



Customizable environments

Amazon SageMaker Notebooks come with predefined environments for 
data scientists

They’re like conda environments, but comprise the full system

Users can customize their environments with standard tools like “pip 
install …”

Administrators can build custom environments for their teams by 
building Docker containers



Flexible compute

When working in a notebook, you can change the backend compute with 
a simple dropdown. 

Switch to compute with more memory, more CPU, or GPU acceleration 
when you need it. Switch back to very inexpensive compute when you 
want.

Administrators can choose which instance types to make available to their 
teams.
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Related breakouts

AIM-214 Introducing Amazon SageMaker Studio 

AIM-215 Introducing Amazon SageMaker Autopilot

AIM-216 Introducing Amazon SageMaker Debugger

AIM-213 Introducing Amazon SageMaker Model Monitor

AIM-413 Deep Dive on Project Jupyter

AIM-326 Implement ML workflows with Kubernetes and Amazon 
SageMaker

AIM-421 How to use unsupervised ML to find patterns, meaning, and 
anomalies



Thank you!
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